Mutations in the gene encoding emerin cause Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD), a disorder causing progressive skeletal muscle wasting, irregular heart rhythms and contractures of major tendons. RNA sequencing was performed on differentiating wildtype and emerin-null myogenic progenitors to identify molecular pathways implicated in EDMD, 340 genes were uniquely differentially expressed during the transition from day 0 to day 1 in wildtype cells. 1605 genes were uniquely expressed in emerin-null cells; 1706 genes were shared among both wildtype and emerin-null cells. One thousand and forty-seven transcripts showed differential expression during the transition from day 1 to day 2. Four hundred and thirty-one transcripts showed altered expression in both wildtype and emerin-null cells. Two hundred and ninety-five transcripts were differentially expressed only in emerin-null cells and 321 transcripts were differentially expressed only in wildtype cells. DAVID, STRING and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis identified pathways implicated in impaired emerin-null differentiation, including cell signaling, cell cycle checkpoints, integrin signaling, YAP/TAZ signaling, stem cell differentiation, and multiple muscle development and myogenic differentiation pathways. Functional enrichment analysis showed biological functions associated with the growth of muscle tissue and myogenesis of skeletal muscle were inhibited. The large number of differentially expressed transcripts upon differentiation induction suggests emerin functions during transcriptional reprograming of progenitors to committed myoblasts.
Introduction
Mutations in the gene encoding emerin cause X-linked Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD), an inherited disorder causing progressive skeletal muscle wasting, irregular heart rhythms, and contractures of major tendons [1] [2] [3] [4] . The skeletal muscle wasting seen in EDMD is predicted to be caused by impaired differentiation of skeletal muscle stem cells and inefficient skeletal muscle regeneration. Skeletal muscle necrosis is rarely seen in EDMD patients; increased skeletal muscle fiber permeability is also rarely seen [5] . Severely affected EDMD patients show extensive fibrosis caused by the inability to properly regenerate and repair damaged skeletal muscle. Supporting this hypothesis, emerin-null mice exhibit delayed skeletal muscle regeneration and repair, motor coordination defects, and mild atrioventricular conduction defects [6, 7] . Skeletal muscle biopsies from EDMD patients and emerin-null mice showed compensatory upregulation of skeletal muscle regeneration genes [6, 8] . Further, emerin-null myogenic progenitors and emerin-downregulated C2C12
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Total RNA was prepared as above and cDNA was generated from RNA using MMLV Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, product # 28025013) per manufacturer instructions for individual qPCRs. qPCR was performed using a combination of individual primer sets (see Table 1 for primer sequences) and SYBR GreenER qPCR SuperMix (Invitrogen, product #11761-500). Relative expression was determined by comparing each experimental to the housekeeping genes GAPDH or Oaz1, as previously described [13] . 
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RNA sequencing data is available through the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (Accession number GSE104560).
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Emerin-Null Myogenic Progenitor Cells Display Impaired Myogenic Differentiation
Emerin-null myogenic progenitors were plated at high-density and differentiation was induced by serum withdrawal. Three assays were used to monitor myogenic differentiation: cell cycle exit, myosin heavy chain (MyHC) expression, and cell fusion into myotubes. Incorporation of EdU into DNA of proliferating cells was used to measure the percent of cells in the cell cycle. Emerin-null myogenic progenitor cells had delayed cell cycle withdrawal, as, after 24 h, 19.7% of myogenic progenitors were still cycling compared to 3.6% of wildtype progenitors (p = 0.003; Figure 1A ,B), consistent with previous studies [11] . These previous studies also showed that expression of myosin heavy chain and myotube formation was significantly impaired. 
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Emerin-Null Myogenic Progenitor Cells Display Impaired Myogenic Differentiation
Emerin-Null Myogenic Progenitor Cells Show Extensive Transcriptional Changes Compared to Wildtype Cells at Each Day of Myogenic Differentiation
To identify putative genes or molecular pathways responsible for the impaired differentiation of emerin-null myogenic progenitors, high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNAseq) was done on differentiating wildtype and emerin-null H2K myogenic progenitors. RNAseq was done on proliferating myogenic progenitors and every day during differentiation for four days, at which time wildtype progenitors formed mature myotubes. These time points were chosen because they represent key transitions during myogenic differentiation: cell cycle withdrawal (day 0), differentiation commitment (day 1), myocyte fusion (days 2-3), myotube maturation (day 3) and mature myotube formation (day 4). RNA was isolated from 2 million wildtype or emerin-null cells for each time point and three biological replicates were done for each time point. RNA was sequenced on the Illumina HiScan-SQ. Sequencing data is available through the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (Accession number GSE104560).
Each day of emerin-null myogenic progenitor differentiation was compared to wildtype differentiation to obtain gene expression changes in emerin-null progenitors at each static differentiation step. Transcripts were considered to be significantly differentially expressed if the qvalue <0.05. 656 differentially expressed (DE) transcripts were seen in proliferating emerin-null myogenic progenitors. During differentiation of emerin-null progenitors, 891 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 0, 219 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 1, 381 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 2, 627 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 3 and 770 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 4 ( Figure 2A ). The average number of transcripts identified in each comparison was 29,377 ± 423. 
Each day of emerin-null myogenic progenitor differentiation was compared to wildtype differentiation to obtain gene expression changes in emerin-null progenitors at each static differentiation step. Transcripts were considered to be significantly differentially expressed if the q-value <0.05. 656 differentially expressed (DE) transcripts were seen in proliferating emerin-null myogenic progenitors. During differentiation of emerin-null progenitors, 891 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 0, 219 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 1, 381 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 2, 627 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 3 and 770 transcripts were differentially expressed at day 4 ( Figure 2A 
Emerin-Null and Wildtype Myogenic Progenitors Diverge Extensively in Transcript Expression During the Transitions from Days 0-2 of Myogenic Differentiation
To better understand how the gene expression program changed at each major transition during differentiation, the transcriptome of wildtype or emerin-null myogenic progenitors from each day of differentiation was compared to the previous day. Transcripts were considered to be significantly differentially expressed if the q-value <0.05. It was expected that the expression of a large number of genes would change during differentiation and that failure in the activation or repression of selected transcripts would occur in emerin-null progenitors to cause impaired differentiation. Very few changes in expression were seen upon plating wildtype progenitors at high-density for differentiation, as only sixteen transcripts were differentially expressed (Day 0, Figure 2B ). Cell cycle withdrawal initiated the greatest gene expression changes, as 2046 transcripts were differentially expressed between day 0 and day 1 during wildtype progenitor differentiation. The transition to committed myocytes caused 752 genes to be differentially expressed. Myotube formation and maturation resulted in 133 and 24 transcripts to be differentially expressed, respectively. Thus, the biggest transcriptional changes in wildtype myogenic progenitor differentiation occur upon differentiation induction and cell cycle withdrawal. There were an average of 29,261 ± 368 transcripts identified for each comparison.
Differentiating emerin-null myogenic progenitors had a greater number of differentially expressed transcripts at all transitions. 382 transcripts were differentially expressed upon plating proliferating emerin-null myogenic progenitors at high-density ( Figure 2B ; day 0). 3,426 transcripts were differentially expressed upon the transition of emerin-null cells from day 0 to day 1 (cell-cycle withdrawal). The transition to myocyte commitment during emerin-null progenitor differentiation caused 709 transcripts to be differentially expressed in emerin-null progenitors ( Figure 2B ; day 1 to day 2). Few differentially expressed transcripts were seen during emerin-null myotube formation and maturation, as 32 transcripts and 7 transcripts were differentially expressed from day 2 to day 3 and day 3 to day 4, respectively ( Figure 2B ). There were an average of 29,337 ± 629 transcripts identified in each comparison. All differentially expressed transcripts had q-value <0.05.
The goal of these studies was to determine how the coordinated temporal gene expression program was altered in emerin-null myogenic progenitors as compared to wildtype progenitors to cause impaired differentiation. To follow the differentially expressed transcript expression throughout differentiation the data was plotted as heat map ( Figure 3A) . Some of the transcripts differentially expressed in emerin-null cells compared to wildtype cells remain constant throughout differentiation. After one day of differentiation there is a significant compression in the number of To better understand how the gene expression program changed at each major transition during differentiation, the transcriptome of wildtype or emerin-null myogenic progenitors from each day of differentiation was compared to the previous day. Transcripts were considered to be significantly differentially expressed if the q-value <0.05. It was expected that the expression of a large number of genes would change during differentiation and that failure in the activation or repression of selected transcripts would occur in emerin-null progenitors to cause impaired differentiation. Very few changes in expression were seen upon plating wildtype progenitors at high-density for differentiation, as only sixteen transcripts were differentially expressed (Day 0, Figure 2B ). Cell cycle withdrawal initiated the greatest gene expression changes, as 2046 transcripts were differentially expressed between day 0 and day 1 during wildtype progenitor differentiation. The transition to committed myocytes caused 752 genes to be differentially expressed. Myotube formation and maturation resulted in 133 and 24 transcripts to be differentially expressed, respectively. Thus, the biggest transcriptional changes in wildtype myogenic progenitor differentiation occur upon differentiation induction and cell cycle withdrawal. There were an average of 29,261 ± 368 transcripts identified for each comparison.
The goal of these studies was to determine how the coordinated temporal gene expression program was altered in emerin-null myogenic progenitors as compared to wildtype progenitors to cause impaired differentiation. To follow the differentially expressed transcript expression throughout differentiation the data was plotted as heat map ( Figure 3A) . Some of the transcripts differentially expressed in emerin-null cells compared to wildtype cells remain constant throughout differentiation. After one day of differentiation there is a significant compression in the number of differentially expressed transcripts (Figures 2A and 3A) , revealing a significant and unique complement of primarily upregulated transcripts (Figures 2A and 3A ) during emerin-null differentiation. This agrees with growing evidence that the nuclear envelope is a generally repressive domain, with the loss of an INM protein, such as emerin, expected to be associated with loss of repression for a subset of genes in the domain, and suggests that emerin-null cells accumulate expression differences from their wildtype counterparts as they move further into differentiation.
We predicted a more powerful analysis would be the comparison of transcripts differentially expressed at important differentiation transitions during differentiation of emerin-null and wildtype progenitors. We anticipated this analysis would yield insight into the genes involved in the inability of emerin-null progenitors to properly differentiate. To identify transcripts that were differentially expressed only in differentiating wildtype or emerin-null progenitors at each transition point, the differentially expressed genes between each day and the preceding day were determined for either wildtype or emerin-null differentiating progenitors. The results were then plotted as a heat map ( Figure 3B ), in which changes in transcript expression could be easily seen throughout differentiation. Importantly, this also showed there were many transcripts that were aberrantly expressed at specific transitions during emerin-null myogenic differentiation. It was these gene expression differences that are likely important for the impaired differentiation of emerin-null myogenic progenitors. For example, transcripts that are differentially expressed during wildtype differentiation between day 0 and day 1 of differentiation are identified. Differentially expressed transcripts were then identified during the transition from differentiation day 0 to day 1 in emerin-null cells. These two datasets were then compared to each other to determine the genes that are uniquely differentially expressed in wildtype cells or emerin-null cells during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation ( Figure 4A ). This approach showed a large number of transcripts were differentially expressed between day 0 and day 2 of emerin-null and wildtype progenitor differentiation ( Figures 2B and 3B ), as expected, since this is when the differentiation program is initiated. Most changes in transcript expression between wildtype and emerin-null progenitors occurred during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation ( Figure 3B ), which is when the myogenic progenitors exit the cell cycle. 3651 transcripts were differentially expressed during wildtype and emerin-null differentiation days 0 and 1, with 1706 transcripts altered in both wildtype and emerin-null progenitors ( Figure 4A ; q-value < 0.05). 1605 transcripts were differentially expressed only in emerin-null progenitors; 340 transcripts were differentially expressed in wildtype progenitors. This transition coincides with cell cycle exit, suggesting the failure of emerin-null progenitors is caused by failure in transcriptional reprogramming at this crucial transition state. 1047 transcripts showed altered expression during the transition from day 1 to day 2 of myogenic differentiation ( Figure 4B ; q-value < 0.05). 431 transcripts showed altered expression in both wildtype and emerin-null cells. 295 transcripts were differentially expressed only in emerin-null cells during this transition, whereas 321 transcripts were differentially expressed only in wildtype cells (q-value < 0.05).
Overall, these results show the robust nature of myogenic differentiation, with a large number of myogenic genes expressed early during differentiation to transcriptionally reprogram the cells in response to the strong myogenic cue of serum withdrawal and initiate myogenic differentiation. These changes persist until approximately day 2 ( Figure 3B ), suggesting the differentiation program is set at this point in these myogenic progenitors. This reprogramming appears to be dysfunctional in emerin-null myogenic progenitors, as a large number of genes are differentially expressed between emerin-null and wildtype progenitors from day 0 to day 2. 
qPCR was Done to Validate the Results from the RNAseq Analysis
Although validation is often unnecessary for RNAseq, as the RNAseq technology has been used and validated for many years, we still performed quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) to validate selected transcripts. We randomly selected Cenph, Mad2l1, Bub1, Prc1, Ezh2, Pparg, Mgst1, Cyp1a1 and Gstp1 for validation. The transition from day 0 to day1 of differentiation in emerin-null myogenic progenitors was used for validation by qPCR. RNA sequencing of these samples showed Cenph, Mad2l1, Bub1, Prc1, Ezh2, Pparg, Mgst1, Cyp1a1 and Gstp1 were downregulated 5.10-fold, 1.91-fold, 1.65-fold, 1.71-fold, 1.80-fold, 10.0-fold, 3.08-fold, 16.6-fold and 1.92-fold, respectively. All of these changes in transcript expression were validated by qPCR, although the magnitude of downregulation sometimes varied by 2-to 5-fold between RNAseq and qPCR. Cenph, Mad2l1, Bub1, Prc1, Ezh2, Pparg, Mgst1, Cyp1a1 and Gstp1 were downregulated 1.95-fold, 43.5-fold, 1.5-fold, 3.1-fold, 10.6-fold, 5.45-fold, 21.7-fold, 870-fold and 16.7-fold, respectively ( Figure 3C ). 
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Pathway and Network Analysis of Differentially Expressed Transcripts during Myogenic Differentiation of Wildtype and Emerin-Null Progenitors
To identify the molecular networks and pathways that fail to be reprogrammed in emerin-null progenitors during differentiation, we utilized the DAVID and STRING software platforms for gene ontology (GO) analysis and de novo pathway generation, respectively. The transition from day 0 to day 1 was chosen for the analysis because this is the time when myogenic progenitors exit the cell cycle and our data suggest this is where a majority of the transcriptional reprogramming occurs during differentiation of wildtype myogenic progenitors. Further, this transcriptional reprogramming appears to fail in emerin-null myogenic progenitors. Thus identifying the pathways containing these transcripts will likely provide us with the key molecular networks and pathways important for the impaired myogenic differentiation and regeneration seen in emerin-null myogenic progenitors and in patients.
Comparing the differences in transcript expression between differentiating wildtype and emerin-null progenitors at the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation using DAVID gene ontology (GO) analysis of differentially expressed genes unique to emerin-null cells revealed 88 genes associated with the cell cycle, 62 genes associated with cell cycle processes, 49 genes associated with the cell cycle phase, 42 genes associated with mitotic cell cycle, 27 genes associated with muscle cell differentiation, 23 genes associated with striated muscle cell differentiation, 20 genes associated with striated muscle cell development, 20 genes associated with muscle cell development and 13 genes associated with muscle fiber development ( Figure 4C ). Thus during the day 0 to day 1 transition, the key myogenic differentiation transcriptional reprogramming transition, the differentially expressed transcripts unique to emerin-null cells or wildtype cells are enriched in pathways regulating cell cycle withdrawal. DAVID GO analysis of differentially expressed genes unique to emerin-null cells during the transition from day 1 to day 2 of differentiation enriched biological processes for cell cycle regulation, cell growth, DNA repair, cell junctions, muscle development and function and the actin cytoskeleton ( Figure 4D ).
STRING analysis, which is capable of generating interaction networks based on several different categories of protein-protein functional interaction data from their extensive database, found several interaction nodes from the differentially expressed transcripts found only in emerin-null cells during the day 0 to day 1 transition, including one containing numerous cell cycle genes ( Figure 5A ). Additionally, STRING analysis on this transition in emerin-null cells identified a node containing a number of cellular metabolism and redox-related proteins, suggesting that emerin-null cells may have difficulty responding to metabolic stress ( Figure 5B ). Multiple cell signaling networks were also enriched, including the JAK-STAT, G-protein and cAMP signaling pathways ( Figure 5C,D) . STRING analysis on differentially expressed transcripts only found in differentiating emerin-null myogenic progenitors during the transition from day 1 to day 2 identified a network enriched in cell cycle genes ( Figure 6A ,B), with smaller networks representing cell junctions, cAMP signaling, G-protein signaling and actin cytoskeleton ( Figure 6A ). STRING output does not indicate whether the expression of the genes indicated by the nodes are increased or decreased, but identifies interaction networks enriched for these genes and thus implicated in the impaired differentiation of emerin-null progenitors.
Ingenuity Pathway analysis (IPA) was also used to ensure a comprehensive analysis of the pathways and networks implicated in the impaired differentiation of emerin-null myogenic progenitors. This software is based on computer algorithms that analyze the functional connectivity of the genes from information obtained within the IPA database. The "core analysis" function feature in the software was used to interpret the differentially expressed data, which included biological processes, canonical pathways, upstream transcriptional regulators, and gene networks. Each gene identifier was mapped to its corresponding gene object in the Ingenuity Pathway Knowledge Base.
Analysis of transcripts that are uniquely altered in differentiating wildtype progenitors during the transition from day 0 to day 1 identified Cdc42 signaling as a major canonical pathway in these cells along with Wnt/β-catenin signaling, calcium signaling, OX40 signaling pathway and Human Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency pathway ( Figure 7A ; Table 2 ). The Cdc42 signaling controls crucial cellular functions, which include cell morphology, migration, endocytosis and cell cycle progression (G1 to S phase) [44, 45] . The human embryonic stem cell pluripotency pathway maintains embryonic cell in the proliferative and undifferentiated state. Oct4, SOX2 and Nanog are the major transcription factors that regulate pluripotency [46, 47] . Wnt signaling also promotes pluripotency and Wnt signaling has well-established roles in maintaining satellite cell quiescence, satellite cell activation and myogenic differentiation after injury [26, 32, 33] . Wnt ligand and frizzled receptors were found to be down-regulated suggesting that the wildtype cells decrease their pluripotency potential through the Wnt pathway as they prepare to commit themselves to form differentiated myoblasts.
Functional enrichment analysis using IPA of transcripts uniquely altered in wildtype progenitors during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation predicted the activation of cell cycle progression and cell viability ( Figure 7B ). Other significantly enriched biological functions were G2/M phase transition, G2 phase, G1 phase (inhibition) and S phase (inhibition), all of which regulate specific phases of the cell cycle. cellular functions, which include cell morphology, migration, endocytosis and cell cycle progression (G1 to S phase) [44, 45] . The human embryonic stem cell pluripotency pathway maintains embryonic cell in the proliferative and undifferentiated state. Oct4, SOX2 and Nanog are the major transcription factors that regulate pluripotency [46, 47] . Wnt signaling also promotes pluripotency and Wnt signaling has well-established roles in maintaining satellite cell quiescence, satellite cell activation and myogenic differentiation after injury [26, 32, 33] . Wnt ligand and frizzled receptors were found to be down-regulated suggesting that the wildtype cells decrease their pluripotency potential through the Wnt pathway as they prepare to commit themselves to form differentiated myoblasts. Functional enrichment analysis using IPA of transcripts uniquely altered in wildtype progenitors during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation predicted the activation of cell cycle progression and cell viability ( Figure 7B ). Other significantly enriched biological functions were G2/M phase transition, G2 phase, G1 phase (inhibition) and S phase (inhibition), all of which regulate specific phases of the cell cycle. . Identification of molecular interaction networks enriched for genes whose expression was altered during the transition from day 1 to day 2 in emerin-null myogenic differentiation. Differentially expressed genes present in only differentiating emerin-null progenitors during the transition from day 1 to day 2 in emerin-null cells were analyzed using STRING to identify interaction networks implicated in their impaired differentiation. (A) The most highly enriched and statistically significant and related interaction networks are shown. (B) The cell-cycle interaction network was the largest, most enriched network identified by STRING analysis on these samples. Analysis of transcripts uniquely altered in differentiating emerin-null cells during the transition from day 0 to day 1 using the canonical pathways in IPA function found several pathways associated with cell proliferation, growth, signaling and metabolism were significantly enriched. Growth hormone signaling pathway (GH), STAT3 pathway, the HIPPO pathway, TGF-β signaling, IGF-1 signaling and VEGF signaling pathways were significantly inhibited during the transition from day 0 to day 1 in emerin-null cells (Table 2 ; Figure 8A ,B). The VEGF and IGF signaling pathways ( Figure  8A ,B) are important for muscle differentiation and regeneration [29] [30] [31] 35, 48, 49] , as stimulation of the VEGF pathway increases myotube number, myogenic marker expression and myotube size in differentiated C2C12 cells [48] . IGF-1 signaling promotes satellite cell proliferation early in Analysis of transcripts uniquely altered in differentiating emerin-null cells during the transition from day 0 to day 1 using the canonical pathways in IPA function found several pathways associated with cell proliferation, growth, signaling and metabolism were significantly enriched. Growth hormone signaling pathway (GH), STAT3 pathway, the HIPPO pathway, TGF-β signaling, IGF-1 signaling and VEGF signaling pathways were significantly inhibited during the transition from day 0 to day 1 in emerin-null cells (Table 2 ; Figure 8A ,B). The VEGF and IGF signaling pathways ( Figure 8A,B) are important for muscle differentiation and regeneration [29] [30] [31] 35, 48, 49] , as stimulation of the VEGF pathway increases myotube number, myogenic marker expression and myotube size in differentiated C2C12 cells [48] . IGF-1 signaling promotes satellite cell proliferation early in differentiation and promotes terminal differentiation of myocytes during skeletal muscle regeneration, suggesting loss of emerin causes quiescent satellite cells to be pushed towards an activated state, leading to depletion of the quiescent satellite cell niche [13] . The STAT3 pathway is known to regulate many other genes involved in cell cycle progression specifically during G1 to S phase transition [50] . Growth Hormone increases amino acid uptake into skeletal muscles, suggesting that this tissue is a primary target of the physiological effects of GH [51] . TGF-β is well documented to inhibit skeletal muscle satellite cell differentiation by inhibiting satellite cell proliferation, myofiber fusion and expression of key muscle-specific genes [25, [52] [53] [54] .
Functional enrichment analysis of transcripts differentially expressed only in emerin-null progenitors during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation were enriched for biological functions associated with myogenesis of skeletal muscles and growth of muscle tissue ( Figure 9A,B) , as well as proliferation of muscle cells and formation of muscle and myogenesis (not shown); all of these functions were predicted to be inhibited during day 0 to day 1 of differentiation. This unbiased analysis of emerin-null differentiation identifies putative pathways involved in the delayed commitment to differentiation due to prolonged retention in the cell cycle after 24 h of differentiation induction seen in these cells [11] .
Similar to what was seen in the DAVID analysis, when IPA was used to analyze the transcripts unique to differentiating wildtype progenitors during the transition from day 1 to day 2, cell cycle pathways and kinase signaling were the top canonical pathways identified (Table 3 ). These included G2/M DNA damage checkpoint regulation ( Figure 10A ), cell cycle control of chromosomal replication, mitotic roles of Polo-Like Kinase and ILK signaling. Polo-like kinases were reported to be involved in regulating mitosis at various key steps [55, 56] , including mitotic exit and the DNA damage checkpoint. Functional enrichment analysis in IPA of these same transcripts showed enrichment for biological functions associated with DNA replication (Figure 10B ), M-phase and S-phase and cell cycle progression (not shown); all of these functions were predicted to be inhibited during day 1 to day 2 differentiation. The enrichment of cell cycle regulatory pathways clearly show that cellular mechanisms regulating cell cycle withdrawal are likely functioning only in the differentiating wildtype myogenic progenitors during this transition, since these pathway components were found only in the wildtype cells. This further supports our hypothesis that the failure of differentiating emerin-null myogenic progenitors to activate or repress these pathways during differentiation significantly contributes to their impaired differentiation. differentiation and promotes terminal differentiation of myocytes during skeletal muscle regeneration, suggesting loss of emerin causes quiescent satellite cells to be pushed towards an activated state, leading to depletion of the quiescent satellite cell niche [13] . The STAT3 pathway is known to regulate many other genes involved in cell cycle progression specifically during G1 to S phase transition [50] . Growth Hormone increases amino acid uptake into skeletal muscles, suggesting that this tissue is a primary target of the physiological effects of GH [51] . TGF-β is well documented to inhibit skeletal muscle satellite cell differentiation by inhibiting satellite cell proliferation, myofiber fusion and expression of key muscle-specific genes [25, [52] [53] [54] . Functional enrichment analysis of transcripts differentially expressed only in emerin-null progenitors during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation were enriched for biological functions associated with myogenesis of skeletal muscles and growth of muscle tissue ( Figure 9A,B) , as well as proliferation of muscle cells and formation of muscle and myogenesis (not shown); all of these functions were predicted to be inhibited during day 0 to day 1 of differentiation. This unbiased analysis of emerin-null differentiation identifies putative pathways involved in the delayed commitment to differentiation due to prolonged retention in the cell cycle after 24 h of differentiation induction seen in these cells [11] .
Similar to what was seen in the DAVID analysis, when IPA was used to analyze the transcripts unique to differentiating wildtype progenitors during the transition from day 1 to day 2, cell cycle pathways and kinase signaling were the top canonical pathways identified (Table 3) . These included G2/M DNA damage checkpoint regulation ( Figure 10A ), cell cycle control of chromosomal replication, mitotic roles of Polo-Like Kinase and ILK signaling. Polo-like kinases were reported to be involved in regulating mitosis at various key steps [55, 56] , including mitotic exit and the DNA damage checkpoint. Functional enrichment analysis in IPA of these same transcripts showed enrichment for biological functions associated with DNA replication (Figure 10B ), M-phase and Sphase and cell cycle progression (not shown); all of these functions were predicted to be inhibited during day 1 to day 2 differentiation. The enrichment of cell cycle regulatory pathways clearly show that cellular mechanisms regulating cell cycle withdrawal are likely functioning only in the differentiating wildtype myogenic progenitors during this transition, since these pathway components were found only in the wildtype cells. This further supports our hypothesis that the failure of differentiating emerin-null myogenic progenitors to activate or repress these pathways during differentiation significantly contributes to their impaired differentiation. Netrin signaling, Calcium signaling, integrin signaling and axonal guidance signaling pathways were enriched in differentially expressed transcripts unique to emerin-null cells during the transition from day 1 to day 2 ( Table 2) . Actin cytoskeleton signaling is involved in most, if not all of these pathways, and was also highly enriched by IPA ( Figure 11A ). Netrin signaling was previously shown to be important for myogenic differentiation and myofiber size both in vitro and in vivo by regulating phosphorylation of ERK [57] [58] [59] . Integrin signaling was previously shown to be important during myogenic differentiation and skeletal muscle function, as mice lacking α7β1, the predominant integrin complex during differentiation, have impaired regeneration and exhibit a dystrophic phenotype [60, 61] . Integrins were also shown to be important for myoblast fusion and terminal differentiation [62] . Calcium signaling and calcium homeostasis have long been known to be Netrin signaling, Calcium signaling, integrin signaling and axonal guidance signaling pathways were enriched in differentially expressed transcripts unique to emerin-null cells during the transition from day 1 to day 2 ( Table 2) . Actin cytoskeleton signaling is involved in most, if not all of these pathways, and was also highly enriched by IPA ( Figure 11A ). Netrin signaling was previously shown to be important for myogenic differentiation and myofiber size both in vitro and in vivo by regulating phosphorylation of ERK [57] [58] [59] . Integrin signaling was previously shown to be important during myogenic differentiation and skeletal muscle function, as mice lacking α7β1, the predominant integrin complex during differentiation, have impaired regeneration and exhibit a dystrophic phenotype [60, 61] . Integrins were also shown to be important for myoblast fusion and terminal differentiation [62] .
Calcium signaling and calcium homeostasis have long been known to be important for skeletal muscle function and regeneration [63] . Functional enrichment analysis of these transcripts were enriched for biological functions associated with differentiation of muscle cells ( Figure 11B ), as well as organization of cytoplasm, contractility of muscle, muscle contraction, organization of actin cytoskeleton, microtubule dynamics, cellular homeostasis, abnormal morphology of muscle and myogenesis of skeletal muscle (not shown). Further, actin cytoskeleton signaling, actin cytoskeletal rearrangements, and integrin and adherens junction signaling is known to be important for muscle regeneration in vivo when the myoblasts must adhere to the myofiber, rearrange its cytoskeleton and fuse with the myofiber.
IPA was also used to analyze differentially expressed transcripts that were present in both emerin-null and wildtype myogenic progenitors during the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation. Transcripts that were altered in opposite directions were noted, although this was a minor number of genes. Therefore, the magnitude of each differentially expressed gene shared between emerin-null and wildtype cells at the transition from day 0 to day 1 was analyzed to identify components whose expression was significantly different between wildtype and emerin-null cells. These components were then mapped to canonical pathways to identify pathways implicated in the impaired differentiation of emerin-null progenitors. The G1/S cell cycle checkpoint pathway was highly enriched (Table 3 ; Figure 12A ). This was not surprising given the failure of emerin-null cells to properly exit the cell cycle upon differentiation induction. Although expression of the transcripts represented in these pathways were all in the same direction, we identified additional nodes in this pathway that were represented by differentially expressed transcripts that were unique to emerin-null cells at this transition. These included downregulation of TGF-β1 by 2-fold, SMAD7 by 3-fold, Cdc25a by 1.8 fold and Sin3a by 1.8 fold, and activation of SMAD3 by 1.7 fold ( Figure 12A ). These changes are predicted to affect Rb repression of E2F-mediated transcription and withdrawal from the cell cycle specifically in differentiating emerin-null cells. Functional pathways enriched in these transcripts were unsurprisingly those involved in differentiation of muscle progenitors, myogenic differentiation and muscle development ( Figure 12B ). IPA was also used to analyze differentially expressed transcripts that were present in both emerin-null and wildtype myogenic progenitors during the transition from day 1 to day 2 of differentiation. Cell cycle pathways, mitosis and checkpoint pathways were highly enriched. Although expression of all of the transcripts represented in these pathways was in the same direction, the magnitude of their expression was often very different. Emerin-null cells during the transition from day 1 to day 2 of differentiation had 5.3-fold less Eg5, 6.5-fold less PLK, 3.2-fold less cyclin B, 6.5-fold less Esp1, and 3-fold less Cdc25 ( Figure 13A ). Additional nodes in this pathway that are uniquely altered in wildtype cells or emerin-null cells were also identified. Transcripts unique to wildtype cells included Chk2, Pttg1, and Cdc7, which were downregulated 3-fold, 8.6-fold and 4-fold, respectively. Transcripts unique to emerin-null cells included Wee1, Cdc20, Prc1 and Smc1a which were downregulated 3-fold, 4.9-fold, 4.9-fold and 1.9 fold, respectively. Functional pathways enriched in shared transcripts from the transition from day 1 to day 2 of differentiation were cell cycle pathways ( Figure 13B) . Collectively, the changes in the direction and magnitude of transcript expression in differentiating emerin-null progenitors are predicted to result in a failure of the progenitors to exit the cell cycle and instead to enter mitosis. transcriptional regulator (horizontal ellipse), transmembrane receptor (vertical ellipse), enzyme (vertical rhombus), cytokine/growth factor (square), kinase (inverted triangle) and complex/group/other (circle). An orange line indicates predicted upregulation, whereas a blue line indicates predicted downregulation. A yellow line indicates expression being contradictory to the prediction. Gray line indicates that direction of change is not predicted. Solid or broken edges indicate direct or indirect relationship, respectively. 
Discussion
We previously found perturbations in the expression of components of the Notch, Wnt, IGF and TGF-β signaling pathways by monitoring gene expression using microarray technology in proliferating myogenic progenitor cells. To confirm these perturbations in proliferating progenitors using a newer, less biased technology, and to test if these pathways were disrupted throughout differentiation, we performed high-throughput RNA sequencing in myogenic cells during differentiation. The results of these experiments were partially in agreement with our work in proliferative cells, including changes to canonical myogenic signaling pathways. Additionally, our experiments revealed extensive divergence in transcript expression for emerin-null and wildtype cells during day 0 to day 2 of myogenic differentiation.
The number of transcripts differentially expressed between wildtype and emerin-null cells at each day of myogenic differentiation varies significantly. Differential expression between the two cell lines decreases substantially at day 1 of myogenic differentiation, likely due to the emerin-null cells 'catching-up' and attempting to initiate transcriptional reprograming at the onset of myogenic differentiation, as seen in wildtype cell. It is clear that this transcriptional reprogramming is incomplete, since at each subsequent transition during differentiation, a large number of different genes become differentially expressed, with a marked trend towards overexpression of transcripts in emerin-null cells, consistent with a less repressive nuclear environment. This suggests that expression differences between wildtype and emerin-null cells do not remain consistent throughout myogenic differentiation. Our previous work in proliferating wildtype and emerin-null myogenic progenitor cells showed disruptions to the Notch, Wnt, IGF and TGF-β signaling pathways [13] . Emerin-null cells continued to show disruptions in expression of genes involved in these canonical myogenic signaling pathways, as IGF-related, TGF-β related genes and Wnt-related genes were differentially expressed throughout myogenic differentiation in emerin-null cells. Disruptions to Notch signaling were less apparent; however, due to the delicate relationship between these major myogenic signaling pathways, further investigation into perturbations to these canonical myogenic signaling pathways may be important for understanding the progression of pathology in emerin-null cells.
Our comparisons of gene expression during myogenic differentiation transition points within wildtype or emerin-null cells revealed that the most extensive changes to transcription during myogenic differentiation appear to take place within the day 0 to day 1 transition, with a lesser but significant number of changes occurring during the day 1 to day 2 transition. Many of these changes are shared between wildtype and emerin-null cells, however a significant number of differentially expressed transcripts in the day 0 to day 1 transition were unique to either cell type. These genes are likely to contain a number of promising candidate genes and pathways for understanding EDMD disease etiology. With many myogenic genes correctly expressed during differentiation, especially in response to the strong myogenic cue of serum withdrawal, this demonstrates the extremely robust nature of myogenic differentiation.
Analyzing this data further, a key interval during myogenic differentiation was identified as the transition from day 0 to day 1 of differentiation, during which the largest number of different transcriptional changes between the two lines occur. We predict this transition demarcates a transcriptional reprograming event required to activate myogenic differentiation. These analyses also revealed the cumulative nature of expression differences between wildtype and emerin-null cells; after the onset of myogenic differentiation, there is a contraction in expression differences between wildtype and emerin-null cells at day 1 of myogenic differentiation, with steady increases in differential transcript expression thereafter. A large number of differentially expressed transcripts were seen from the transition from day 1 to day 2, when committed myogenic progenitors (myoblasts) get cues to begin aligning. This suggested that the emerin-null progenitors may be playing catch-up and are expressing genes that are normally present in the transition from day 0 to day 1. Alternatively, these differentially expressed transcripts may illustrate the failure of differentiating emerin-null progenitors to align properly, which is necessary for myotube formation. The decrease in differentially expressed genes in days 2-4 suggests that either the differentiating emerin-null progenitors have caught up or the majority of transcriptional reprograming ultimately failed, but myotube formation still occurred. Transcriptional reprogramming occurring during cell cycle exit leads to activation of the differentiation program and repression of the proliferative program. This reprogramming fails in emerin-null progenitors leading to failure in cell cycle exit and impaired differentiation. This defective transcriptional reprogramming is predicted to be caused by the failure of emerin-null progenitors to coordinate the temporal reorganization of their genome properly during differentiation. This would explain the large number of transcripts differentially expressed in differentiating emerin-null progenitors.
This work revealed molecular pathways implicated in the impaired differentiation of emerin-null progenitors, both those previously suggested by other studies and those that have not been, previously reported. Previous studies showed impaired differentiation of emerin-null myoblasts may have resulted from altered Rb signaling leading to delayed cell cycle exit [6, 8, 11, 13] . Our results confirm this finding, but fail to show any alterations in the Rb pathway. However, we do find many other cell cycle pathways altered, including those containing key components of cell cycle checkpoints, such as cdc25, wee1 and cyclin B. Others and we also showed the ERK and p38 pathways were important for differentiation of emerin-null myogenic progenitors [10, 11, 36, 64] . The results presented here confirm these findings. During myogenesis in emerin-null cells, we found altered expression of genes involved in cellular metabolism, including those involved in glutathione metabolism. Recent evidence showed the expression of genes involved in glutathione metabolism was also altered in flies expressing EDMD-causing mutants [65] and represented alterations in the ability of the cells to respond to oxidative stress. Our findings yield new insight into the extent to which loss of emerin affects cell signaling, as many additional, previously unreported pathways were significantly enriched by this analysis, including VEGF signaling, embryonic stem cell signaling, G2M checkpoint signaling, integrin signaling, actin-mediated cytoskeletal signaling, HIPPO pathway, DNA damage, mitotic pathways, Ox40 signaling, Cdc42 signaling, and many more pathways. Many of the nodes are shared amongst these pathways and thus it will be important to interrogate these pathways individually using pharmacological activators and inhibitors. Importantly, these findings suggest novel avenues through which pharmacological agents, such as cell cycle inhibitors or redox agents, may be helpful in restoring wildtype function to emerin-null cells. Further work will be needed to establish how emerin regulates these molecular pathways to determine the best molecular targets for therapeutic intervention. Additionally, this work has generated a powerful resource for further analysis of transcription during differentiation in primary wildtype and emerin-null myogenic cells.
The studies presented here used a cell-based system to follow differentiation, in which myotubes are formed by myoblast-to-myoblast fusion or myoblast-to-myotube fusion. In vivo, skeletal muscle regeneration is more complex. Only under severe muscle damage will myoblast-myoblast fusion occur, as myogenic progenitors will attach to the extracellular matrix remnants and myoblasts will fuse to one another or to the newly forming myotubes [66, 67] . Under mild trauma, the satellite (myogenic progenitor) cells will become activated and begin differentiating, move to the site of the injury and begin fusing to the intact fiber to repair the damage.
The repair mechanisms for mild damage to skeletal muscle use similar pathways to those used upon sever damage, including the Notch, IGF-1, TGF-β, VEGF, Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) and Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) pathways [67] . In the initial phase of repair to mild damage, there is necrosis and inflammation, remodeling of the ECM and removal of the debris, new fiber formation, remodeling of the vasculature and innervation. The IGF-1 and TGF-β pathways play key roles in the remodeling phase, as well as in satellite cell activation, myoblast proliferation and commitment to differentiation [68] [69] [70] . Macrophages act in this initial phase to remove debris and secrete pro-inflammatory molecules that also cause myoblast proliferation (Lu et al., 2011), followed by release of anti-inflammatory molecules that stimulate myoblast differentiation and fusion [71] [72] [73] . Vascularization and angiogenesis is stimulated by VEGF release by differentiating myoblasts [71, 74, 75] . Conversely, release of VEGF, IGF-1 and FGF from endothelial cells stimulates the growth of satellite cells and proliferation of myogenic progenitors [74] .
Importantly, many of the molecular pathways used during skeletal muscle repair in vivo were altered during emerin-null myogenic progenitor differentiation. IGF-1, TGF-β, VEGF, PDGF and FGF pathways were all significantly enriched by this analysis and were predicted to be attenuated. This suggests emerin-null progenitors would likely fail to respond to endothelial cell stimulation of progenitor proliferation and differentiation. Attenuated IGF-1 signaling would also be predicted to impair skeletal muscle regeneration in vivo by failing to activate myogenic progenitors and failing to promote terminal differentiation of myocytes [13] . The JAK-STAT pathway was also significantly enriched as uniquely differentially expressed in differentiating emerin-null progenitors. JAK-STAT signaling is important for satellite cell expansion and its aberrant activation reduces satellite cell numbers and impairs myogenic differentiation [76] [77] [78] . Differentiating emerin-null progenitors were enriched for genes in multiple cell cycle pathways and they failed to withdraw from the cell cycle upon differentiation induction. Withdrawal from the cell cycle is required for proliferating myogenic progenitors to commit to differentiation and proceed with the differentiation program both in vitro and in vivo.
How Does Loss of Emerin Cause Such Massive Changes in Gene Expression?
We predict the failure of emerin-null cells to properly reorganize the genome upon receipt of transcriptional reprogramming signals on serum withdrawal results in these large changes. There is mounting evidence supporting emerin function in genomic organization at the nuclear periphery. This includes the organization of gene loci containing important differentiation genes (Pax3/7, MyoD, Myf5) whose expression must be temporally coordinated for myogenic differentiation to occur normally. Based upon our previous work, we predict the binding of emerin to HDAC3 and the subsequent activation of HDAC3 catalytic activity [12, 21] is one of the primary mechanisms underlying recruitment and maintenance of repressed genomic regions to the nuclear lamina and their subsequent reorganization upon transcriptional reprogramming. It is possible emerin acts merely as a molecular tether after HDAC3-mediated repression of target loci. Due to the activation of HDAC3 by emerin, we consider this unlikely. We predict the improper epigenetic regulation of developmental loci by HDAC3 precedes the signaling defects and differentiation delay seen in emerin-null cells. Theophylline was shown to directly stimulate HDAC3 activity in emerin-null progenitors and rescue the temporal localization and expression of Pax3/7, MyoD, and Myf5. Recently theophylline was recently shown to partially rescue emerin-null progenitor differentiation [11] . In this way, epigenetic regulation was able to be uncoupled from emerin's other functions to support the hypothesis that increasing HDAC3 activity rescues the coordinated gene repression required during differentiation. It will be important to test whether theophylline rescues transcriptional reprograming upon differentiation induction to exhibit a transcriptional profile resembling differentiating wildtype cells. As emerin also binds to and modulates the activity of multiple transcriptional regulators [18, 20, 23, 79, 80] , the possibility that disruption of these functional interactions may also contribute to their impaired differentiation.
Other nuclear envelope proteins may play similar roles or analogous roles at later time points during differentiation. Similar results were seen for the inner nuclear envelope protein nuclear envelope transmembrane protein 39 (NET39) during C2C12 differentiation. NET39 becomes activated upon differentiation induction and is maximally expressed at days 1 and 2 of C2C12 differentiation [81] [82] [83] . Similar to emerin-null cells, decreased NET39 expression impairs differentiation by altering the genomic organization of genomic loci containing myogenic differentiation genes, including genes to be activated (e.g., muscle genes) and genes to be repressed (e.g., cell cycle genes) [83] . Thus we hypothesize emerin and NET39, as well as potentially other INM proteins, cooperate to coordinate the temporal genomic reorganization during differentiation to coordinate the transcriptional reprogramming necessary for commitment to differentiation. Further we predict emerin acts during the initial receipt of the transcriptional reprograming signal and the myogenic commitment transition, while we predict NET39 acts to 'maintain' the differentiated state by coordinating the transitions of committed myoblasts to fully differentiated myotubes.
Collectively, these data suggest alteration of the signaling pathways and biological functions identified in the emerin-null cells may be responsible for the impaired differentiation and regeneration seen in EDMD patients. This could also help explain the relatively late onset of skeletal muscle wasting seen in EDMD as progressive loss of the satellite cell niche is predicted to cause a relatively slow loss of muscle regeneration over time. Further studies using pharmacological inhibitors or activators of these important signaling pathways would be examined to test if normal signaling pathway functions can be restored in emerin-null myogenic progenitors. Using this approach, we predict potential drugs will be identified to treat EDMD patients.
